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What happens to individuals and 
groups moving to new cultural 

environments?

* Adapting to a new culture or cultural environment 
has not been consistently discussed in the 
literature and there is no unambiguous definition 
of adaptation to a new culture to be found

* Psychological adaptation, sociocultural 
adaptation



Things that do/may change:

 Environment 

How things look, sound, smell, feel, taste, etc.

 Language

 Values

Norms and rules

 Perception and interpretation



Verbal communication in IC 

contexts

The meaning of verbal 
communication (for example small-
talk)

Topics / taboos

Addressing & using names

Asking questions / critique



Nonverbal communication in IC 

contexts 

Kinesics and body language

Touch

Spatial communication (Using 
space) 

Paralanguage

Concept of time



Strong feelings and emotions IC 

contexts

Anxiety, ambiguity, uncertainty

Reactions:

tiredness

burnout

avoiding contact

alienation

ethnocentrism and prejudice

blame the others of one’s own bad feelings and problems

mild paranoia

psychosomatic symptoms, such as aces and pain



What Finnish culture?



Stereotypes of a Finnish culture

This is fucking Finland

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wMFut003-

bM

• Finnish nigthmare cartoon

• https://inktank.fi/a-world-first-interview-with-the-

creator-of-finnish-nightmares-finlands-funniest-

new-cartoon-series/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wMFut003-bM
https://inktank.fi/a-world-first-interview-with-the-creator-of-finnish-nightmares-finlands-funniest-new-cartoon-series/


highly diluted abstraction

doesn’t explain nor predict people’s behaviour

it cannot be observed

but is, nevertheless, a power tool that can be used 
and manipulated to do things (identity politics)

Malgorzata Lahti, 2016
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“Finnish culture” as imagined



Culture as an explanation

“Many things that my ex-husband had 

criticized me for and said were very 

peculiar just turned out to be Finnish 

traits.“

(Eleanor Palo Stoller 1996. Sauna, sisu and Sibelius: Ethnic Identity Among 

Finnish Americans. The Sociological Quarterly Vol.37, 1, 145-175.)



Some results from local studies
(Kokkonen 2016: Pöyhönen & Kokkonen forth 

coming)

 The main reasons for student coucelling:
Study related issues

Social relationships

Stress and wellbeing

Financial issues

Home sickness, culture shock

Issues for highly educated immigrants (University
staff)
– Language learning challanges

– Belonging to a work community, not to a Finnish society



Communication relationships and 

adaptation / belonging

Communication relationships are 
often seen as a one very important 
factor in adapting to life changes in 
general

 Immigrants’ communication 
relationships not only with local 
people but also with their own ethnic 
or national groups seem to reinforce 
the adaptation process

Geographical places become homes
through relationships



How to cope

 Jump out of your ‘comfort zone’

Get to know people 

 Keep in contact with your social networks

 Try to learn the language 

 Thank you!


